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Abstract. A term-rewriting system is said to be a ground system if no variable occurs in any of 
its rewrite rules. This paper shows that the Church-Rosser Property (i.e., confluence) problem 
for ground term-rewriting systems is decidable. This is an affirmative solution to this problem 
posed by Huet and Oppen (1980). 
1. Introduction 
A term-rewriting system (TR system) is a set of directed equations (called rewrite 
rules). It is used in various applications such as program optimization, software 
validation and automatic theorem proving. A TR system is Church-Rosser if any 
two interconvertible terms reduce to some common term by applications of the 
rewrite rules. The Church-Rosser property is ‘known to be equivalent o confluence 
[4,12]. The confluence problem has been shown to be decidable for noetherian TR 
systems [4, F], although it is undecidable for general’ TR systems. (Conditions 
ensuring the noetherian prop-_ _ -tiy were given in [2,7,9] aild the noetherian property 
for special subclasses of TR systems was shown to be decidable, e.g., for ground 
TR systems [S] and TR systems containing no variables on the right-hand sides 
[l].) In the case where TR systems are not noetherian, some sufficient conditions 
for confluence were given in [4,7,8,11,X& 151. 
In this paper, we consider the confluence problem for ground term-rewriting 
systems (GTR systems). Here, a TR system is said to be a GTR system if no variable 
occurs in any of its-rewrite rules. We prove that the confluence problem for GT 
systems is decidable, even if they are not noetherian. This is an a rmative solution 
to this problem posed by Huet and Oppen [7]. 
For this purpose, we first introduce a pattern tree which can express a summary 
of some reduction sequence and is considered to be a rse tree of the final ter 
in the reduction sequence in a certain sense. That is, t root node of the pattern 
tree represents the initial term of the reduction sequence, an 
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tree represents the final term of the reductions. (This means that there exists a 
designate mapping from pattern trees to terms.) Moreover, a relation between each 
node n and its children in the pattern tree represents part of t 
(that is, there exists a reduction sequence from the term rep 
that represented by the children together with n). Intuitively, 
(expanding) parts of the reduction sequence which contribute to directly producing 
symbols that appear in the final term of the reduction sequence. 
We use the pattern trees to analyse reduction sequences and show that it is 
decidable whether two given terms can reduce to some common term (that is, 
whether they are joinable). So, if we can prove that confluence for a given GTR 
system reduces to joinability of a finite number of pairs of terms, then we obtain 
the decidability of confluence for GTR systems. Thus, an approach to our goal is 
to show this reducibility. But we do not directly prove this reducibility in this paper. 
Instead, we first consider a condition a little bit more restricted than confluence, that 
is, we define a k (> 0).restricted confluence as follows: for any term M of height 
< k., if two terms AL3 S are obtained from M by reductions and the height of N is 
less th-- Qll k, then N and S reduce to some common term. (Note that snr!y the height 
of S is not bounded.) We show that the con&uence problem is reducible to the 
k-restricted confluence problem for .som~ k > 0. 
To show this reducibility, we first define a subclass of pattern trees, called stable 
trees. Intuitively, a pattern tree t is said to be stable if, in any reduction sequence 
from the term represented by t, only subterms corresponding to leaves of t are 
rewritten. We show that, for any pattern tree t9 there exists a stable tree s such that 
the term represented by t can reduce to the tam! represented by s. This result is 
used to characterize confluence in terms of stable trees (see Theorem 4.8). Next, 
we prove that a GTR-system is confluent if and only if any two terms, which are 
reducible from the left-hand side term of some rewrite rule, are joinable. Using 
these results we prove that the confluence problem is reducible to the k-restricted 
confluence problem for some k > 0. 
Next, using the above result that it is decidable whether two given terms are 
joinable we show that the k-restricted confluence problem is reducible to the 
decidable equivalence problem for nondeterministic root-to-frontier automata 
defined in [WJ. Thus, we obtain the main result of this paper, i.e., the decidability 
of the confluence problem for GTR systems. 
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is devoted to 
standard definitions used in this paper. The definition of pattern trees will be given 
d fundamental properties concerning tht - pattern trees will be deduced. 
we will give the def&L __ _ --+*-I nf stable pattern trees and characterize 
in terms of them. In Section 5, we will show that the confluence problem 
roblem for some k > 0, and in Section 6 we 
le. In Section 7, it 
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We use E to denote the empty string and 0 GC ?1enok 3e empty set. For a set X, 
we let 11X 11 be the cardinality of X. We use V id> dzaote the set of positive integers 
and No to denote N u (0). 
The following definitions and notations are simiiar to those in [4,6]. Let 9’* be a 
set of variables and let s be a set of function symb 
a:9+N,. Let J?J( ‘V) be the set of terms const 
term is either a variable or is of the form 
a(j’)=nandM,,..., M, E j( 9, Y). For any 
set of variables which occur in M. If V(M) = 0, the 
Let $,, = {f~ 91 a(f) = n}. We define several functions on terms: for any M E 
$(& Y), let M =x, where XE 7/; or \* = , . . . M,, where f c 9”; then, 
(i) the size IMI: Ixl= 1, 
lf~, . . . M,,(= l+l~,(+~ l •+I~nl; 
(ii) the set of occurrences O(M): 6(x) = {E} 
(iii) the subterm M/ u at occurrence u: xl E = x, 
flM l... M,JE=JW~.._ M,, jM,... M,/iu=Mi/u, l<i<n; 
(iv) M[u+ N]E$(~, T) where UEO(M) and NE$(~., ‘V): 
M[e+N]=N, 
m l...M,[iu+N]=JM,...Mi-t(Mi[u*N])Mi+l...M,, lsisn; 
(v) the height’ h(M): h(x) = 1, 
WM l l l M,)=l+max{h(M,),...,h(M,)}. 
For any M E $( 9, “Ir) and u E 6(M), we use Occ( M, u) to denote the function 
symbol of M at u and root(M) to denote Occ( 
root( M/u) holds. Occ( M, u) is undefined if u e 6( 
the set of all subterms of M, i.e., Sub(M) = {M/u I u E )}. For any rc ,$Y9?, ‘V, 
let Sub(r) = UME,- Sub(M). 
A term-rewriting system is a finite set @ of pairs of terms (P, Q) such that 
V(Q) s V(P), that is, 
B={(Pi, Qi)lPi, QiE$(S, “Ir) an 
for some n > 0. Especially, if all Pi, 1 - I = l =S n, are ground terms, then 92 is said to 
be a ground term-rewriting (GTR) system. 
Throughout this paper we consider on1 
set of ground terms. 
’ This definition gives a height that I* 1 more than that of the ordinary definition. 
that a term M reduces to N at occurrence u using t 
[u + Qi]. In this case, u is called the redex occurre 
reduction. We d te the reduction by -+(@) N. In this notatio 
+ N) and + is regarded as a relation over 
TE+ do be the i&&y r&&on_ - n L define 
+(J4 = 5 -)i 
9 kN, 
i=O 
++=u 4, +*=++V-*“. 
00 
and N are said to be joina& denoted MJN iff 
efiuition 2.2. A GTR system 3 is corrfluent iff V N, PE$: 
efinition 23. 3 is k-restricted-confluent (simply, k-confluent), where k > 0, iff VM, 
N, PE$: 
(M-**Nnh(M)skr\h(N)sknM+*P) * N3.P. 
The size of a GTR system 3 is defined by &MN),_B IM(+(NI. . 
For u, DEN*, u is a prefi of v, denoted u s v, if v = uv’ for some 
vk M@. In this case we denote v’ by v/u. If u s v and v 6 u, then u and v are said 
to be disjoint, denoted I+. For r c N*, let r/u = {y/u I y E r). If 01 I y for all y E r, 
then r and u are disjoint, denote rla If there exists no y E r such that y c u, then 
uissaidtobefseefor r.For~,AcN*,lXAiffVvEA3u~r:nr~a 
. Let y be a reduction sequence 
1 +(“d,) N,-, . . . j (%c-,&-,) Nk_ 
n this case, y is a reduction sequence from N1 to ?Gk. We use Init( y) and Final(y) 
use Sred(y) to denote the set of the redex 
Church- Rosser p rty for c 
Let 8 be two sequences of reduction. en, y is said to b 
it(s) and l(r) = inal( 8). 
To denote a reduction sequence from a term 
I. Two similar reduction sequences are distin e 
sufi=s, e-gs, 1 1 2* 
nition 2.7. Let y be a sequence of reduction from en, an occurrence 
) is said to be safe for y if u is free for Sred(y). t the set of safe 
occurrences for y be Safe(y). 
on. For a reduction sequence 
s Safe((M +* N}). We use ( 
, let a set r of occurrences be safe, 
to emphasize the safety of II 
Notation. For a term E$,let Y=(u, ,..., u,._.,,u,}E ) where i #j implies 
UilUj for 1 s i js ti. We use M[ua * Un_l + N n-19 u,, * NJ to denote 
(M[u, + N,, . . . , u,,+ + N,_J)[un + NJ. We also use M[ui + Nip ui E Y] to denote 
M[ul+N1,..., tr, + Nn]. (Note that the order of uj’s is irrelevant since i Z-j implies 
~$4~ for lsijsn.) 
3. Pattern trees 
In this section we define pattern trees which play a central role in this paper, and 
deduce fundamental properties concerning them. Henceforth we are dealing with 
a fixed GTR system a={(~i,fii)l~i,~iE$, Isisno). 
Notation. We use Lhs to denote {ari 11 s i s no} and Rhs to denote (pi 11 s i s no). 
Let (Lhsl=max{la(laELhs} and h(Lhs)=max{h(cY)IcuELhs}. l~hsl and h(Rhs) 
have similar meanings. 
We first obtain a fundamental property cone ing reductions of GT 
Let y be a sequence of reduction such that -)+ S and let the set 
minimal redex occurrences of y be {u, , z-42, . . . , u,}. 
are rewritten in this reduction and they can reduce i 
S= M[ui+S/ui, uiE e following lemma s
sequence similar (see finition 2.5) to y, by putting 
make the minimal redex occurrences safe. 
. Let y be a sequence of reduction s 
N I,**=, N, E Rhs and the following conditions (i), (ii) hold. 
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Fig. 1. A reduction sequence of Lemma 3.1. 
(i) Vi(1 s is n): M/ui ++ Ni +* S/ui; 
(ii) bl,UZ,--7 u,) is safe for the reduction sequence (Q +* S). ( This implies that 
S=Q[u,+S/u ,,..., u,+S/u,].) (See Fig. 1.) 
For the proof we refer to Appendix A. 
The term Q of this lemma can be considered to express a special stage in the 
reduction for the following reasons: (i) Q is obtained from some telm M by replacing 
some subterms of M by terms in Rhs only, and (ii) in the reduction following 
{ ++ Q} it is ensured that only proper subterms of Q/ui in Rhs, 1 s is n, are 
rewritten. So, we define a representation of such a Q as a pattern. 
ition 3.2. A pattern p is (M, (u,, N,), . . . z (u,, N,)) E 3 x (IV* x Rhs)* such that 
(i) i#j i es Ui 1 l<i, jsn; 
(ii) Ui E 6 and /Ui++fViER.hSy W&n; 
(iii) Ui is to the left of Ui+l , 1 s i < n.2 
3.3. For any pattern p = (M, ( ul, N,), . . . , (u,, N,,)) let term(p) = M, 
arity(p)=n,sred(p)={u,,..., u,), red( p, i) = ui, order( p, ui) = i and son( p, i) = Ni, 
1 G is n. In the case where n = 0, i.e., p = (M, E), let term(p) = M, arity( p) = 0. 
sred( p) = 0 and the values of red, order, and son are undefined. 
. For any pattern p = ( (u,, N), . . . , h,, h let sred(p, 4 = 
{UjIWsUi, IsiGn} for any WEO(M) and 
{ilred(p, i) E sred(p, w)}. 
Note that sred( ) = sred( p, E) and if range( p, w) # 0, 
i+k}forsome i, k (where l<isi+ksn) since 
let range( p, w) = 
then range( p, w) = 
red( p, j) is to the left 
’ u is to the left of u if there exist w, w’, W”E N* and j, k E N such that u = wjw’, o = wkw”, and j -C fc. 
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l Let 9 be the set of patterns. For any rc 3, let c#+ = 
(p&+erm(p)Er). 
We define Pmap : 9 + 3 as follows: 
[ul+N1,...,u,+N,,] where nal. 
Note that, for each pattern p, term(p) +* Pmap( p) holds. Each pattern is suitable 
for expressing a summary of an initial part of a given reduction sequence, i.e., the 
initial term, an intermediate term occurring in the reduction, and the minimal redex 
occurrences. 
The following lemma can be easily obtained from Lemma 3.1. 
Lemma 3.7. For any M, SE 9, M ++ S is equivalent with the existence of a pattern 
p E 9 with arity(p) > 0 such that term(p) = M ++ Pmap( p) +* S, where sred(p) is 
safe for the reduction subsequence {Pmap( p) +* S}. Further, if {M ++ S}(E), that is, 
E is safe for {M ++ S}, then {M ++ Pmap( p)}(E) holds for the above p. 
For the proof we refer to Appendix A. 
We now give the definition of pattern trees which play a central role in this paper. 
Definition 3.8. We define the set of pattern trees $s with nodes labelled by patterns 
as follows: 
(i) (M,E)E$&, where ME%; 
(ii) pt, . . . tnEj& where PEP, arity(p)=n, tl,...,t,,E& and son(p,i)= 
term(rOOt( Pi)), 1 S i G n. 
Note. Notions analogous to pattern trees were seen in [3,5] and have been used 
for the study of the termination problem for TR systems. 
By this definition, & is included in the set of &sorted g-terms if we regard a 
pattern (M, ( ul, N,), . . . , (u,, N,)) as a term with domain sorts N, , . l . , N, and 
range sort M. Henceforth we regard pattern trees as sorted terms. Note that the 
functions on terms defined in Section 2 are also applicable to pattern trees (e.g., 
O(t), h(t), Itl, Occ(t, u) and root(t) for t E&, u E N*). 
0 i 
( 1 ii 
t1,.* 
We define Map : ,$g + 8; as follows: 
. , 
For t=pt,... t, E $9, where p = ( 
3 t?l Gb, 
Map(t) = b, + Map&), . . . , u, + 
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We can easily sh SC% +* S iff there exists t E 
that term(root( t)) = and Map(t) = S. A little stronger lemma t 
proved later (see Lemma 3.15). Thus, each pattern tree t can considered to 
express the corresponding reduction sequence (term(root( t)) + * 
that it expresses only its summary. Intuitively, the tree describes 
parts of the sequence, which con ribute to directly producing symbols that appear 
in the final term (i.e., Map(t)) of the reduction, and the mechanism that shrinks 
terms in the reduction is almost neglected. Further explanation will be described later. 
Example 3.10. Let {A g, d, d’, e} G 9 where a(f) = 2, a(g) = 1 and a(d) = a(d’) = 
a(e) = 0. Let (d, gd), (e, ge), and (ggd, d’) be rules. Let p = (.fCgd )e, (1, d’), (2, ge)) 
and p’ = (ge, (1, ge)). Then, p and p’ belong to 9 since gd ++ d’, e + ge, and d’, 
ge E Rhs. Let t = p(d ‘, E)( p’(ge, E)). Then, t E $* (see Fig. 2) and 
Map(t) =figdb-O + d’, 2+ 
=f(gd)e[l+d’,2+gge]=fd’(gge). 
We are interested in only a special subclass of pattern trees such that sred( p) 
does not contain E for each node p. In other words, each node p of a proper pattern 
tree t contains at least one symbol appearing in the final term (i.e., Map(t)) of the 
t = < f(gd)e, (l,d'), (Gge) > 
if 
f \ < dfl,& > < se, (Lge) > 
\ 
< ge,E > - 
Map(t) = fd'(gge) 
I \ +* +* \ I\ 
J e d’ g d’ 9 
I 
d e g 
Fig. 2. Pattern tree z of Example 3.10 and the corresponding reduction sequence. 
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corresponding reduction sequence to t, act ing to the definition of the 
function (that is, root(term(p)) appears in final term). Thus, the symbols in 
ap( t) are dispensively memorized in the nodes (i.e., patterns) so that large-size 
terms obtained by reductions can be considered as being structured in terms of 
proper pattern trees. In Section 6, we will explain how proper pattern trees are used 
for deciding whether two given terms are joinable. 
We now give the definitions of proper patterns and proper trees. 
otation. A pattern (M, E), M E 9, is called a leaf. We use 
efinition 3.11. A pattern p is said to be interior if arity( p) # 0 and E g sred( p). Let 
g be the set of the interior patterns. A pattern p is said to be proper if p E @ or 
p=a for some ME 3. We use @ to denote the set of proper patterns. or any 
r G 3, & is defined as follows: 
p&jr C3 p~CFnterm(p)E~ 
@= is similarly defined. 
Definition 3.12. For a proper pattern p, an occurrence v in O(term( p)) is live if 
there exists no u E sred( p) such that u s v that is, v is free for sred( p). If sred( p) = 0, 
i.e., p is a leaf, then we assume that all the occurrences in B(term( p)) are live. We 
use Live(p) to denote the set of live occurrences in O(term( p)). 
efinition 3.13. A pattern tree t is said to be proper if every node in t is p 
Let 39 be the set of proper pattern trees. We define jP 
{t 1 t E & A term(root( t)) = Ml for any M E 3. 
Lemma 3.14.&For any t E j9, where p = root(t), there exist reductbn sequences 
km(p) +* hap) and {Pmap(p) +* Map(O}sred(p). 
For the proof we refer to Appendix A. 
The following lemma shows a relationship between proper pattern trees and 
reductions. 
S}sred( p) where p = root(t). 
exists a reduction s 
map(p)}{&} and 
For the proof we refer to Appendix 
e. In the case where occurrence E is not safe for 
efES*, s we 
this reduction. enceforth we often use such an f that does not occur in any term 
in Lhs. 
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We assume thatf is a symbol in JF1 that does not occur in any term in Lhs hereafter. 
By Lemma 3.15, for a given reduction sequence, there exists a proper pattern tree 
t expressing a summary of the reduction. As we previously said, the tree t describes 
only expanding parts of the reduction sequence which contribute to producing 
symbols that appear in the final term (i.e., Map(t)) of the reduction. Note that, for 
each node p of t, the live occurrences are not empty and the symbols at the live 
occurrences appear in Map(t). 
The following lemma is easily obtained from Lemma 3.15. 
Lemma 3.16. For any M, N E 3, 
Proof, (i=): By Lemma 3.15 (or 3.14), JIV +* Map@& and fN +* Map(tnr), so 
that fM$m holds by ivrap(i& = Map( 2,). 
(a): Let jlkf +* S and flv +* S. By the choice off, E is safe for these reduction 
sequences. By Lemma 3.15, there exist tM E $,(fM) and tN E J&(J~V) such that 
Map(t& = S and Map(tN) = S. q 
The above lemma will be used in Section 6. 
In the previous section, we introduced pattern trees and proper pattern trees. In 
this section, we define the class of stable pattern trees, which is a special subclass 
of proper pattern trees, as follows: a pattern tree t is stable iff t is proper and, in 
any reduction that starts on Map(t), only subterms of Map(t) corresponding to 
leaves of t are rewritten. We will show that any two terms obtained from a term M 
by reduction are joinable if and only if any two stable pattern trees t, t’ in $&IV) 
are joinable. Thus, the confluence of GTR system 9 is characterized in terms of 
ble pattern trees. This result will be used to obtain a condition for the confluence 
in Section 5. 
e are now going to give a formal definition of stable pattern trees. To do this, 
for t E 39, a mapping +, : 6(t) + O(Map( t)) is defined as follows. 
(t), where t E ygP, if ap( tl u) is the subterm of Map(t) 
note that I,$ preserves the partial order s over o(t): for 
u, vE O(t), u s v is equivalent with $J~(u)~ &(v). 
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2. For any t E jL, a subset $6( tleaf) of 6( ap( t)) is defined as follows: 
~~(t,,,r)={~,(u)(uE~(t)hh(tlu)=l). 
nition .3. A tree t is stable if, for any reduction sequence y from 
@O( tleaf) s Sred( y) holds (see Definition 2.4). 
By this definition, note that if t = in 9, then t is stable by 
$O( tleaf) = {E}. And if t = ptl . . . tn E &, where p E 9 and arity( p) = n > 0, is stable, 
then t l, . . . , t,, are also stable. 
Consider the tree t = p( d’, E)( p’(ge, E)) in Example 3.10, where 
Map(t) =fd’(gge), and the same set of rules {(d, gd), (e, ge), (ggd, d’)} is used. We 
observe that t is stable because the only rewrite rules used in any reduction sequence 
from Map(t) is the rule (e, ge) so that only the symbol e in Map(t) is rewritten. 
Notation. Let 9(M) = {t E j9( M) 1 t is stable}. 
Definition 4.5. For any t E j? B, u in O(Map( t)) is said to be an upper occurrence if 
there exists no u E +O( flea& such that u C 2). Otherwise, v is a lower occurrence. 
IVote that if t is stable, then all upper occurrences in O( Map( t)) are safe for any 
reduction sequence from Map(t). 
We first show that, for any t in j&M), there exists a tree s in Y’(M) such that 
Map(t) +* Map(s). For this purpose we need the following definition. 
Definition 4.6. Let t = pt, . . . tn inj&M) wherep=(M,(u,, N,) ,..., (u,, N,,)). Let 
range(p,v)=(i,i+l,..., i + k} for some live occurrence v (See Definitions 3.4 and 
3.12). Let t'=qt, . . . ti-lSti+k+l . . . t, for some pattern 4 and tree s, where 
q =(M, (U, 3 N,), l l l 9 (Ui-1, N-l), (V, NJ, (Ui+k+l, Ni+k+l), l l l 9 (un, Nn)) 
for some term N in Rhs. Then the tree t’ is said to be a (v, N, s)-variant oft. 
3. Let t E j9( M) where M E 3 and occurrmce E 
from M. Then there exists a stable tree s in P’(M) sdch that 
Assume that t is not stable, that is, some upper occurrence u in 6( 
dex occurrence of some reduction sequence y from Map(t). In this case, we 
apwu ++ 
construct a pattern tree 
forward; that is, such 
w + N] where $,(y) . w = u. Here, in the case where w f E, 





Fig. 3. Pattern trees of Lemma 4.7 (Map( t ) +* Map(s)). 
latter case, the parent pattern of root(t/y) must be changed so that it may have 
(N, E) as one of its sons (see Fig. 3). Note that h(s) s h(t) since leaves of t cannot 
have their sons by this replacement. By repeating the replacement, we can eventually 
obtain a stable tree t’ in 9’(M) such that Map(t) +* Map( t’) because a candidate 
for the above occurrence t( must be some upper occurrence in 6( Map( t)) and the 
number of the upper occurrences is bounded by at most IMap(t)l. Note that the 
safety of occurrence E for any reduction from A4 ensures t’ E j9( M) (i.e., 
term(root( t’)) = 1M and t’ is proper). Thus, this lemma holds. Cl 
Using Lemma 4.7, we can characterize the confluence of GTR system 9 in terms 
of stable pattern trees. 
$8, the following two conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent: 
* S, then N&S; 
(ii) for any two stable trees t, tk Y(jM), Map( t)&Map( t’) holds. 
y Lemma 3.14, j?W +* Map(t) and jIW +* Map( t’) hold for t, 
ccurrence E is safe for these reductions, it is ensured that 
p( t’) =@ for some IV, S E ,$ where +* N and M +* S. By 
condition (i), NJS’ holds so that 
((ii)*(i)): Assume that +* S. So, {flM +*j7V}{~} and 
y Lemma 3.15, there exist t, 8’ E _jP( ) such that Map(t) =jIV 
p( t’) =$S. By Lemma 4.7, there exist stable trees s, S’E 9’( 
‘) +* Map(s’). Since Map(s)JMap(s’) by condition 
of 
trees. 
e wi ive a co itio ce 
y giving a condition ensuring the stability of pattern 
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For any t E s9, we let +O( = (2-f 1u is an upper occurrence in 
ap(t)/u)sh(Lhs)+h( 
For any t E jg, stable if and only ii for each u in (tstrb) and any 
sequence y of reduction from p( ?)I u, occurrence E is safe for y. 
For the proof we refer to Appendix A. 
5. Conditions insuring confluence 
In this section, we will show that the confluence of GTR system 92 is equivalent 
to the k-confluence, where k is a fixed constant depending on the size of 92 only. 
For this purpose, we will first show that 9 is confluent if and only if 9 is a closed 
system, which is defined as follows. 
Definition 5.1. A GTR system 9 is closed iff VA4 E Lhs: 
(M+*AhM+*S)+ NJS. 
Definition 5.2. An ordering > on N,x NO is defined by 
(n, k)> (n’, k’) @ (n > n’) v (n = n’ A k> k’). 
Note that the ordering > is noetherian [4,7]. 
Lemma 5.3. GTR system 9 is conjluent if and only if 92 is closed. 
Proof. (‘Only if’ part): obvious. 
(‘If’ part): We prove the following assertion (n, k), where n > 0 and k 3 0, by 
induction on (n, k): 
(4 k): VM,N,SE$: ((M(~n~M+N~ +(k) S) =3 NJS- 
It is clear that P( 1, k) holds because (M, N) is a rule in $32 (as 1 
M E Lhs. Obviously, (n, 0) also holds. 
n,k) where n>l and I&> where 
e redex occurrence of redex 
+ k S}. Then there are three cases: (i) u = E, (ii) u # E and E E Sre 
and (iii) u#: and &Sred. 
Case (i): It is obvio 
and U +* S imply that SJ ‘I: Hence, NJS holds as claimed. (See Fig. 4.) 
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Fig, 4. Reductions of Lemma 5.3. 
Case (iii): In this case, since occurrence E is safe, N = gNi . . . Ni holds for some 
16X& where jir! JNi, and S = gS1 . . . S, holds for some Si, 1 s i e I, where 
+B(~) Si. Note that 1Mil< n holds, 1 6 is L So, by the induction hypothesis 
P(fi- 1, k), NiJSi holds for each i (1~ i s 1), SO that NJS holds, as claimed. 
Thus, in either case P(n, II-) holds. Hence, VA& N, S E 3: (M + N A M +* S)* 
N3.S. It follows that 9 is coniIuent by 14, Lemma 2.31. Cl 
Note. In the yIvI_ w*anf of Lemma 5.3, it is necessary that 9 is a ground term-rewriting 
system. In the case where 511 is a gent&-. W4_ - a--t term-rewriting system, the corresponding 
lemma to Lemma 5.3 is that 9 is confluent if and only if, for any _A4 E Lhs and for 
any mapping u: ‘V-*$(9?, V), (a(M) +* N A u(M) +* S)aN&S. The proof is 
similar to that of Lemma 5.3. 
The following lemma is a key lemma to obtain the main result in this paper. It 
says that, in order to show Map( ti)&Map( Q) for any two stable trees ti , t2 E sP(fM) 
where E Lhs u Rhs, it is sufficient to show Map( ti)$Map( tz) for tt, t2 such that 
h(t,) is bounded by a fixed constant. 
. (1) Let LRhs=Lhs\,,Rhs. 
I!{ p 1 p E Note that lo is finite and can be calculated from GTR 
estimation, 4’0 is bounded by the order of ntm where 
(key lemma). Let I, = 
conditions (i) and (ii) are equivale 
(i) for any t,, t2E 9( 
(ii) for any tl , t2 i5 sP( 
s) + I. Then the following two 
((i)+(ii)): obvious. 
e following asse (I, k), where I > 0 an 
Church- Rosser property for GTR systems is decidable 
y condition (ii), (II, k) holds for all k > 0. Also, (I, 1) holds for 
re l> II. Since h( tl) > I,, there exists a path 
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all I > 0 since 
from the root 
of tl to some node of height h( Lhs) + h (Rhs) such that the path contains two distinct 
nodes whose patterns are identical; that is, there exist occurrences ui, u2e 
such that 
h-42, (0 
Occ(f,, h) = Ocdt, 9 u2), (2) 
h(Lhs)+h(Rhs)~h(t,/u,)<h(t,/u,)~i,. (3) 
Let 
t,/u, = s = ps1 . . . S”, t,/ u2 = s’= ps: .. . s’,, (4) 
wherepEP and si, s:E$g, 1-r < l s n. Note that s and s’ are stable since tl is stable. 
Further term(p) E Rhs since u1 # E. Let 
t’ = t&4, + s’]. (9 
It is obvious that & E&(JM), h( 1”) s h( t,), and l&l < It& (See Fig. 5.) We first 
show that & is stable, i.e., & E 9(m). By Lemma 4.10, it is sufficient to show 
that, for each u in @I?( T ,, stab) and any sequence y of reduction from Map( iI)/ u, 
occurrence E is safe for ‘y. Since (M~p(s’)la h(Lhs)+ h(Rhs) holds by (3) and the 
properness of s’, Map( i,)/ u for each u in I@( r”,, stab) is a subterm of Map( t,) or 
Map(s’) so that the safety of occurrence E of Map( i,)/ u is ensured by the stability 
of tl and s’. Thus, iI E 9’(m). 
Let ho= rcli,(Ul), i.e., Map( iJ u,) = Map( i,)/ ulo. Note that 
M~P( t”)l ulo = MwW), MwWu~o= Map(s) ( 1 ii 
holdby(4)and(5).Forthenewtreei,inY(fM),h(i~)~h(t,)=Iand/i*lcltll=k 
hold so that we have Map( i,)JMap( t2) by the induction hypothesis (I, k- 1). So let 
Map( p’) +* N a_rd Map( t2) +* N (7) 
for some term N. Let the set of minimal redex occurrences of a reduction sequence 
ap(&) +* NI be {vl, v2, l . . , v,} (=A). Note that occurrence ulo (=$r,( U,)) is 
Fig. 5. Pattern trees 1, and r, of Lemma 3.4. 
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safe for this reduction sequence because tllo is an upper occurrence of &) an 
?, is stable. So, we have z,ri g ulo for all i (1 c is m). Let Vi) an 
A2 = A - Al. Then, obviously we have 
N= ap(&) [w+ N/w, w4ho)~M, 
ap(&)/w -)* N/w for each WE{U,~}LJ (8) 
We have shown that ap( &) and Map( r2) can reduce to N. w show that 
ap( tJ and N are joinable. Note that it follows that ap(t, Map( tz) are 
joinable. (See Fig. 6.) For this purpose, we first observe that, for Map( tl) and 
Chd. (ii) 
Fig. 6. Reductions of Lemma 5.4. 
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( r”,), only their subterms at the occurrence ,* are different by (5). So, 
can reduce to 
ence, in order to show that it is su~cie~t o show that 
ulQ because, for the two terms onty their subterms at 
the occurrence ulQ (i.e., ap( tl)/ U,O and 
our goal is to show that aP(t,)l~,o~N/%, 
To show that Map(s)j,N/u,O, we will show that there exists a tree r E Y(term( p)) 
such that N/uto +* Map(r). Since s hi 1, hold by (3) and 
(4), condition (ii) ensures that Map(s) ap( s)l N/ gtO holds. ’ Thus, 
it remains only to show the existence of such a tree r. 
To show this, we first observe that { 
the safety of occurrznce E of Map( &)I 
and s’ = ps’ . . l s&j?9 by (4). So, {term( E} holds by Lemma 3.14. 
Thus, we have {term(p) +* N/ u,,} {E). Since s’ is stable and h( s’) > 1, note that 
occurrence E is safe for any reduction sequence %OEI Map(s’). By Lemma 3.15, 
there exists a to E &(term( I‘)) such that term(p) +* F.larj; to) = N/Q. If to is not 
stable, then, by Lemma 4.7, there exists r E .‘Y(term(p)) such that 
(= N/ ulO) +* Map(r) as claimed. The above arguments ensure that Map( s 
so that Map( t,)J N and thus, Map( t,)$Map( tt). Thus, P(si: k) holds. q 
By the above lemmas, we have the following thecrcn. 
Theorem 5.5. For GTR system 9, the followiqg WC wuWwu (i) and (ii) are 
equivalent : 
(i) 9 is confluent; 
(ii) For any t, , tz E 9(jM) where M E LRhs, g h ( 1, ) -s 1: ? hen 
Here, 1, = lo+ h(Lhs) + h(Rhs) + 1. 
f. ((i)+(ii)): The proof is obvious by Lemrzti 1~1~. 
((ii)+(i)): By Lemma 5.4, for any t,, t+ A f.%fj where 
Map(t,)&Map(t2) holds so that, for any c ?I if 1%: -.. * Ai 2nd 
NJS by Theorem 4.8. Hence, 9 is close OWT, t+,s :.52 is conffuent by 
5.3. q 
or any tEY( ) where 
constant k (e.g., k = h(Rhs)l, 
corollary. 
S, if h(o)5 iI &en h( 
. So, by Tkore 
3 To use condition (ii), . we must replace termlgj Yry $ terfz;ip). 
(PM%, W,...,~w,, xl)) Jvhere sred(p)-(w;,..., w,),. we use 
0% W,...,(~W”, Y,)). Let S (respectively 7) be the tree obtaked irsm s (respectively r) by replacing 
p by p. Note that s’ and J belong to 9’(f. term(p)). Hence., Map($)$!%api r’) holds by condition (ii). By 
Map(S) =f. Map(s) and Map(F) =f. Map(r), we have Map( s)$ Map( r). 
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73e confluence of a GTR :!;stem is equimient to its 
where k is a jked constant depending OH the size oJ~ 3 only. 
6. 
The pair confluence problem for GTR systems is the problem of deciding, for a 
GTR systtim 9 and two terms M, SE 2, whether M&S holds or not. In thic section, 
we will show that this problem is decidable. A sufficient condition insuring M&S 
is M +*S or S +* M. kb~ algorithm checking this specia,l case WBS g:ven in [14]. 
6.1 (Togashi and Noguchi [ 141). For two given terms M, NE $ it is decidable 
whether M +* N holds. 
For the readers unfamiliar with f143, an outline of the algorithm is giy:,cn in 
Appendix B. 
To treat the general case, we use Lemma 3.14 which says that j7&i3;;i’S holds it‘ 
and only if there exist t E &&M) and s E $&js) such that Map(t) = Map(s). We 
show that it is decidable whether there exist such trees t and s. Our a?geirithm first 
guesses candidates for root( t) and root(sJ and checks their consistency which is a 
necessary condition ensuring Map(t) = Map(s). To define this consistency, ‘we need 
some definitions. 
efinition 6.2. For a pattern p E @ and a set r c N*, we define Free( p, r) as follows: 
u E Free( p, r) iff u E 6(term( p)) and u is free for r (see Definition 2.4). We use 
F( p, r) to denote the set Free( p, r) u (r n O(term( p))). 
Note that, for p E 9 and I?, A c N*, if r is a set of of pairwise disjoint occurrences 
and r s A, then P( p, f) c &I, A) holds. 
63. For patterns p, q E #, we use @(p, q) to denote the set of minimal 
occurrences in sred( p) u sred( q). An occurrence w E @(p, q) is said to be 
minant iff either w E sred( p) and sred(q, w) # 0 (see Definition 3.4) or w E sred( q) 
and sred( p, w) # 
re consistent if and only if the following 
( p), U) = Occ(term( 
* Note that condition (i) implies that Tr F( p, f ), where r = @( p, 9). 
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FQ~ t, s E $*I let p = root(t) an 
f. For x E { pI q}, let FX = F(x, sred(x)). Note that FX = sred(x) w 
Definition 3.12). For S = @(p, q), since r 6 sred(x) holds, we have 
Let tP=t and 5 = s. For x E {p, q), since tx is proper, FX E 
for each u E Fx, Occ(term( x), u) = Occ( (t,), u) holds. So, by 
Map( tq), for each u E FP, exactly one of th owing conditions (a) an 
(a): u E & and (b): sred(q) < {u}. Note that condition (b) implies that th 
D E sred( q) n r such that v < u since if there exists w E sred( p) such that w < v, then 
u e fP would hold, a contradiction. So, if condition (b) holds, then u 
u L F( p, r) hold. 
We now show that condition (i) of Definition 6.4 holds. Let u E F( p, P). Then, 
since F( p, r) c FP by (lo), one of the above conditions (a) or (b) holds, but in this 
case, (b) cannot hold by the above-mentioned arguments. Thus, u E I;b. Since u is 
free for r or belongs to r by u E F( p, r), we have u E F( q, r). Similarly, u E F( 
implies that u E F( p, r). Hence, Definition 6.4(i) holds. It is obvious that Definition 
6.4(ii) holds because, for each occurrence u in Free(p, r), 
Occ(term( p), u) = Occ( Map( t,), u) = Occ( Map( t,), u) = Occ(term( q), u) 
hold by F( p, r) = F( q, r). Thus, this lemma holds. q 
If we succeed in the consistency check for root(t) and root(s), then sons of root(t) 
and root(s) are guessed and the consistency is checked. Thus, the process is repeated. 
We have described an outline of our algorithm. However, there is a factor which 
makes such an algorithm complex. This mainly comes from the unbalance of root(t) 
and root(s) such as sred( p) # sred( q). So, some preliminaries are necessary. 
We are now going to discuss our algorithm formally. For this purpose, we ffirst 
state the following definition. 
efinition 6.6. For a pattern p E @, we define a subclass 9( p) of &,+( term( p)) as 
follows: t E 9(p) iff t f ,$&+(term( p)) and sred( p) # 8 implies that root(t) = p. 
By the above definition, if sre en !B(p)=j&(t 
sred( p) # 0, then 9( p) is the class proper trees whose root i 
lemma says that, for p E @, each tree t E 9(p) corresponds to a re 
Wmap( PI +* ap( t)} such that sred(p) or (E) is safe for t 
sred( p)E = 
sred/,p) if sred( p) # 8, 
0 E. otherwise. 
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6.7. ForpE @ and SQ, {Pmap(p) + * S} sred( p), iff there exists t E 9(p) 
such that Map(t) = S. 
For the proof we refer to Appendix A. 
We now give the definition of joinability of two patterns. 
6.8. For patterns p, q E !!& p & q iff there exist t E !B( p) and s E GB( q) such 
that Map(t) = Map(s). 
By Lemma 6.7, p & q means that Pmap( p) and Pmap(q) are joinable by the 
reduction sequences corresponding to trees t E 9(p) and P E 5TB( q), i.e., 
3NQ: {Pmap(p) +* N}sred(p),~(Pmap(q) +* N} sred(q),. 
The following lemma concerning p & q can be easily obtained from Lemma 6.7. 
mma 6.9. For proper patterns p, q E @, where sred( p) = 0, p & q i$ the following 
conditions either (i) or (ii) holds: 
(9 {hap(g) +* hap(p)) sred(q),; 
(ii) 3pk 9term(pI:p’ us . 
For the proof we refer to Appendix A. 
We will give a nondeterministic procedure Procl such that, for any p, q E & 
Procl( p, q) = True iff p 4 q. Note that fMJ$S iff (JV, E) & (jS, E) for terms I’td and 
ma 3.16. Thus, Procl is used to check the joinability of M and N. By 
Lemma 6.9, 
-- 
it is a valid approach that Procl(JM,jS) first guesses p E i?m and 
E gfi as candidates for root(t) and root(s) if Lemma 6.9(i) is not satisfied. In this -- 
case, Procl(JM,fs) calls Procl(p, q). ‘To describe the details of Procl(p, q), we 
need the following definition of cut patterns. 
, (u,, N,,)) E 4. For an occurrence w E 
(sred( p) u Live; p)), we define ihe cut pattern p/w of p at w as follows: 
/ w, E) if sred( ps w) = 0 (see Definition 3.4), 
Plb = 
ifW=Ui forsome i(lSisn), 
(Ml w9 (ui/ w, Ni), -8.5 ~"i+CIw~ Ni+kl) 
otherwise. 
ere, range(p, w)={& i+l,..., i + k}, 1 s i s i + k s n (see Definition 3.4). 
ove definition, note that olds for w E 
e cut pattern pjb is nbtai~ed fr0~1 p by fbldf=~o -“‘“““c, 
free occurrences for w. fira definition is extended to that 
cmcerning pattern trees as follows. 
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. Let t=pt,... &Es9 wherep=( (uJW,*== , b,, N,)k @ and 
arity( p) = n > 0. For an occurrence w E (sred( p) u Live(p)), we define the cut tree 
t//w of t at w as follows: 
( 
(M/w, 4 if sred( p, w) = 9, 
t[W = ti if W=Ui for some i (WiGn), l 
(p//W) ti . . . ti+k otherwise. 
Here, range(p, w)={i,i+l,..., i+k}, lsisi+k<n. 
We state fundamental properties concerning cut patterns and cut trees as the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 6.12. Let t = pt, . . . tn E j9, where p E @, and Get w E (sred( p) u Live( p)). 
Then the following statements (i)-( iii) hold: 
(9 P/b E @ and haP( PII w = hap( p/w; 
(ii) tiw E ,.& and Map(t)/ w = Map( t//w); 
(iii) (t/w) E W P//W,* 
For the proof we refer to Appendix A. 
Using the above lemma, we can obtain the following lemma which says that, for 
patterns p, q E @, p & q holds if and only if p and q are consistent a 
occurrence w E @(p, q), (p//w) & (qjw) holds. That is, this lemma says that our 
procedure Procl( p, q) is constructed from both (a): the consistency check of p and 
q, and (b): procedure calls Procl( p/w, qlw) for all w E @(p, q). 
Lemma 6.13. For any p, q E @, p 4 q iff the following two conditions (i) and (ii) hold : 
(i) p and q are consistent; 
(ii) (p/w) & (q/w) holds for each occurrence wE @(p, q). 
Moreover, if w is not dominant (see Definition 6.3), then w E sred(p) implies that 
{ Pmap( p//w) +* Pmap( q/w)} sred( p/w), . (Similarly, w E sred( q) implies that 
{Pmap(q//w) +* Pmap( PI!‘w)) sred(qtb& -1 
roof. (‘Only if’ part): Since p&q and p, q& hold, 3t=pt,... tnE9(p)3s= 
qs1... s, E 9(q): Map(t) = Map(s). Here, arity( p) = n > 0 and arity( q) 
by Lemma 6.5, condition (i) of this lemma holds. L 
Map( s/w) holds by Lemma 6.12(ii) and 
and sjw E 9(9/w) hold by Lemma 6.12(iii 
Further, if w is not dominant, then w E sre 
by Definitions 6.10 and 6.11, so that, by 
{Pmap( P&9 +* 
condition (ii), for each w E @(p, q), (p/w) 8 (q/w) 
Lemma 6.7, there exist {Pmap( p/w> +* lv,,J SW pJl& and 
{Pmap( q//w) +* AT,,,} sred( q\w)e for some N, E 9. For x 
[w + N,, w E @(p, q)l- Then, Mp = MS holds by conditio 
that 
= term(x) 
oal is to show 
{hap(x) +* } sred(x), for x E {p, q}. 
(Note that (11) implies that there exists a fX f g(x) such that 
Lemma 6.7, so that we have p 6 q by To prove (ll), we must show that 
every u in sred(x), is safe for {Pmap ). Note that, if u E sred(x),, then 
there exists a w E @(p, q) such that w G u and u/ w is safe for { Pmap(x//w) +* IV,,,} 
since {Pmap(xj w +* N,} sred(x[w), holds. Hence, (I 1) holds. ) EI 
We are now ready to give a procedure for deciding whether p & q holds for p, 
q E 8 A nondeterministic procedure Procl( p, q) is given as follows. Here, the Choice 
operation in line (2) of the procedure means that some pattern is nondeterministically 
chosen. So Procl( p, q) is True if and only if Procl(p, q) returns True in line (l), 
or else there exists a pattern chosen by Choice such that F%ocl(p, ) returns True 
in line (6). In the program of Procl( p, q), we also presuppose the existence of a 
fur ction Check( p’, q’) on $8 x @ such that 
Check(p’, q’j = 
True if {Pmap(p’) +* ap( 01 sred( p% 9 
False otherwise. 
The existence of this function is ensured by Lemma 6.1. 






(6) return( True); 
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Let F = {c,, c2, c,,f, g, h, k} where a(q) = a(c2) = a(c 
a(g) = a(h) = a(k) = 1. Let (gc,, kc,), (hc2, kc2), (c,, c3j, (c2, c3) 
rules. Note that fgc, ds since fgc, -+* and fhc, + * fkc,. Consider the 
computation of ), (.PV G) where 
that the computation True. Consider stat 
exists no reduction sequence such that 
statement (2) is executed. In (2), it i 
and q = (fTV, (1, kc2)) since p E pm 
chosen. Then, (3) of Procl is executed. To check consistency of p and q, we first 
observe that @(p, q) = (1) (see Definition 6.3), 
{e, 11, Free(p, 111) = 1~1, and Occ(JM, E) = Occ(fr;/, E) =J: us, p and q are con- 
sistent (see Definition 6.4). So, for each w in @( p, q), statement (4) or (5) is executed. 
Note that @(p, q) = { 1) and occurrence 1 is dominant since 1 E sred( p) and 1 E 
sred( q, 1) (see Definition 6.3). Thus, under w = 1, statement (5) is executed. Note 
p//l =(kc,,E) and q//l =(kc2,Ej (see Definition 6.10). In (5), Procl(p//l, q//1) 
We can easily show that Procl( p//l, 411) returns True because patterns 
(kc, , ( 1, c3)) E &,, and (kc,, ( 1, c3)) E 4, can be chosen in statement (2) so that True 
would be returned in statement (6). Hence, return( False) in (5) is not executed, and 
(6) is executed and True is returned. Thus, there exists a choice such that 
Procl((fM, E), (j?V, E)) returns True. 
We are now going to show that, for any p, q E @, p & q iff Procl( p, q) is True. 
The ‘if’ part will be proven by induction on the number of procedure calls. To 
prove the ‘only if’ part, we need the following definition. 
Definition 6.15. For any p. q E 4, we define 
Trees(p, q)={(t, S)E WP>xWq)(MapW =Mw(~)), 
h( P, 4) =Min{h(t)+h(s))(t, s)ETiees(p, qj), 
where h(p, q) is undefined if Trees( p, q) = 4. 
Note that, for p, q E @, if p & q, then Trees( p, q) # 0. By induction on h( p, q) we 
will prove that if p u q, then Procl( p, q) is True. We are now ready to prove the 
correctness of Procl. 
(‘If’ part): Let ic be the iikllll 
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Consider the case where k = 1. If Procl( p, q) returns True in line (I), then, 
obviously, p & q by Lemma 6.9. Otherwise, Procl( p, 4) returns True in line (6). In 
this case, Procl( p, q) does not return False in lines (2)-(s). If a new p or q is not 
chosen in line (2) (i.e., p, q E 8), then p & q holds by Lemma 6.13. ( 
w E @( p, q) must be nondominant by k = 1.) Otherwise, for the new pair ( p’, q’) 
chosen in (2), p’a q’ holds. By Lemma 6.9, it follows that p 4 q holds for the old 
pair (i.e., the arguments of Procl). 
Consider the case where k > 1. If Procl( p/w, qlw) is called in line (5), then the 
value must be True since Procl( p, q) is True. And the number of Procl’s called in 
the execution of Procl(plw, q//w) is less than k So, by the induction hypothesis, 
p//w & q//w holds. Hence, by similar arguments to those of the case k = 1, p & q holds. 
(‘Only if’ part): We prove this by induction on h( p, q). Note that h( p, q) is 
defined by p & q. Consider the case where k( p, q) = 2, that is, 3( t, s) E Trees( p, q) 
such that h(f) = h(s) = 1. In this case, t = p and s = q so that term(p) = term(q) 
since Map(t) = Map(s). Thus, Procl( p, ) returns True in line (1). 
Consider the case where h( p, q) > 2. If arity( p) = 0, then, by Lemma 6.9, condition 
(i) or (ii) of this lemma holds true. If condition (i) holds, then Procl( p, q) returns 
True in line ( 1 ), as claimed. If condition (ii) holds, then Procl can choose p’ E gterm( ,,) 
satisfying condition (ii) in line (2). The same arguments are applicable to the pattern 
q. Thus, Procl returns True in line (l), or else does not return False in (2). 
Consider the case where Procl does not return True in line (1). In this case, we 
must show that Procl returns True in line (6). We will show that if Procl( p, q) 
chooses p’ and q’ in line (2) such that p’u q’ and h( p, q) = h( p’, q’), then Procl( p, q) 
returns True in line (6). 
Here, for x E { p, q}, if arity(x) # 0, then let x’ = X. The existence of such a pair 
(p’, q’) is ensured by Lemma 6.9(ii), as we already explained. Thus, the value of 
h(p, q) is identical to the old one. For the new pair (p’, q’), line (3) is executed. 
Note that p’, qk S?. By Lemma 6.13, conditions (i) and (ii) hold so that Procl does 
not return False in lines (3) or (4). Thus, line (5) is executed. For each dominant 
w E G(p), q’), f//w lj q’jw holds, by Lemma 6.13(ii). Since w E sred( p’) u sred( q’), 
we can show that h( p’jw, q’jw) < h( p’, q’). Because if (t, s) E Trees( p’, q’) and 
Wl+W=h(p’,q’), then (a): (t!w,s//w)ETrees(p’jw,q’//w) and (b): h(t//w)+ 
hb//w I< h( p’, q’) hold. Here, (a) holds by Lemma 6.12( ii) and (iii), and (b) holds 
since ifwfsred(p), then h(tjw)<h(t) and h(sjw)s h(s) hold (and if w~sred(q), 
then a similar statement holds). Hence, by the induction hypothesis, Procl (p/w, q//w) 
retums True. So, line (6) is executed and Procl( p, q) returns True, as claimed. 0 
-- 
By Lemma 6.16, Procl(m,_fs) returns True if and only if fM&j5, which is 
r p, q E p, Procl( p, q) is still no decision procedure 
ere p 4 q, we only proved that Procl( p, q) never returns 
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by some constant depending only on 1 ), 1jS1, and the size of CTR system 3. To 
show this, we state the following lemma. 
6.17. In the execution of Procl( - -- , fs), if Procl with arguments p, q E 9 is 
called, then term(p) and term(q) belong to Sub({fM} u {fi} u Rhs). 
This proof is omitted, since we can easily show this lemma by induction on the 
number of called Procl ‘s. 
For a computation of Procl( we can define a call tree of Procl, that is, 
the label of the root node is 
-- ;fM, fi), and if Procl( p, q) is able to call 
ProcI( PI 9 SA l l l , Procl(p,, qn) in line (5), then the node labelled by (p, q) has n 
sons labelled by ( pl, ql), . . . , ( pn, 9”). Note that there may be a large number of -- 
call trees of Procl in the execution of Procl(fM, jZZ) since Procl is a nondeterministic -- 
procedure. If Procl(jM,fs) is True, then there exists a call tree tpl of Procl with -- 
the root labelled by (jM,fs) such that, for the label (p, q) of every node of the 
tree tpl, Procl( p, q) is True, Our goal is to show the existence of such a tree tp, of 
some bounded height. By Lemma 6.17, the total number of possible arguments of 
Procl is bounded by Ilsub({fM} u {$S} u Rhs) II2 ( = z). So, if the height of t,, is 
larger than z, then there exist two distinct nodes (say a, 7) with the same label, one 
of which is an ancestor of the other. Since the parent of the ancestor u is able to 
call the descendant T, the contraction of the tree tpl is possible. -- 
Thus, if Procl ($M,Js) is True, then there exists a call tree t,, of Procl satisfying 
the following condition (12). 
02) I 
-- 
the root label of tpl is (jM,fs), the height of t,, is at most z, and 
-- 
by the computation corresponding to tpl, Procl(fM,@) is True. 
Note that the converse is obviously true. Hence, by Lemma 6.16, j?V~fs iff there 
exists a call tree tpl of Procl satisfying condition (12). We can obviously check 
whether there exists such a tree t,, so that we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.18. It is decidable, for M, S E 3, whether MJS holds. 
Thus, the pair confluence problem is decidable. By the above arguments, we also 
have the following theorem. 
It is decidable, for p, q E @, whether p & q holds. 
0 ec ce 
In Section 5, we have proven Theorem 5.5 stating that G 
if and only if condition (ii) of the theorem holds: for any t, , t2 E 9( 
ELI&, if h(t,)s I,, then ap( 4 )J it& so, 0 
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decidable for any E LRhs and t, E sP(j?U) where h(t,) < I,, whether 
Map( t,)$Map( t2) holds for all t+ 9’(m). To prove this, we will show that, for a 
term fM and a pattern tree tl , we can construct a nondeterministic root-to- 
automaton (NRFA) ntroduced by Thatcher [13) such 
Y(JM) if and only if ap( t,)&Map( t2) holds for all t2 E 9’( 
we can construct another NRFA 3 which accepts 
two NRFA’s % and 8’ are equivalent if and only if 
t2 E P’(m). Thus, whether Theorem SS(ii) holds is reducible to the equivalence 
problem for NRFA’s. Since the latter problem is known to be decidable, we can 
in the main result in this paper: the decidability of the confluence problem for 
systems. We start this section by giving the definition of NRFA’s. 
efinition 7.1 (Thatcher [ 131). A nondeterministic root-to-frontier automaton 
(NRFA) ‘?I is a quintuple ( Q, -X, 6, qo, F) where 
(1) Q is a finite set of states, 
(2) C is a finite set of input symbols graded by an arity function a : C + No, 
(3) qti E Q is the initial state, 
(4) F c: Q is the set of final states, and 
(5) 8 is a transition function defined as follows: for each q in Q and each u in 
C with the arity a(o), 6(a; q)r Qbtu) holds where b(c) = a(o) if a(w) ~0, and 
b(e) = 1 if a(o) = 0. Thus, 6 is a function from C x Q to UOEI ZQb’“’ 
The set of input trees J& is defined as the set of terms constructed from 2. The 
set of input trees accepted from a state q E Q, denoted L(q), is defined as follows: 
(i) for UEC where a(u)=O, CCL(~) iff 6(w,q)nFf@; 
(ii) for UEC with a(a)=n>O and tlr...,tnE$Q, ut,**=t,EL(q) iff 
%?,,=-• , qn) E 6(u, q) such that tj E L(qi) for all i (1 s is n). 
The language accepted by NRFA ‘8 is defined by L(%) = L( go). 
It is known that the class of NRFA’s has the same generation capacity as that of 
deterministic frontier-to-root automata (DFRA), which are defined as follows. 
(Thatcher [ 131). A deterministic frontier-to-roe; automaton (DFRA) 
le (Q, 2, 6, go, F) where Q, 2, go, and F have the same meanings as 
in Definition 7.1, and 6 is a transition function from C x (UUEZ. Qblo)) to Q where 
b(o) has the same meaning as in 
For an input t E %;r, we assign a state to each occurrence in 6(t) as follows: let 
u=Occ(t, U)E& where UE 
a leaf (i.e.. a(c) = 0), then G(u* qo) is assigned to u; 
s I sons ml,. . . , aI (i.e., a(u) = I> 0 and Occ( t, ui) = ai, 1 G i s C) and 
i E Q is assigned to occurrence ui, B s i s l, then S(q 
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The tree obtained from t by the above assignments is called the state tree of t. 
An input tQs is accepted by DF ‘8 if some final state in F is assi 
roo .e., occurrence E) of the state tree of t. The set of input trees 
DF ?I is denoted by L(?I). 
The following three lemmas have been shown in [13]. 
.3 (Thatcher [13]). 
is accepted by some 
EE $&, L is accepted by some if and 
7.4 (Thatcher [13]). The class of languages accepted by 
under union (u), intersection (n), and complementation (-). 
FA’s is closed 
Lemma 7.5 (Thatcher [ 131). It is decidable, for an NRFA 2l, whether L(S) is empty 
or not. 
CoroMary 7.6. The equivalence problem for NRFA’s is decidable. 
This proof is obvious by Lemmas 7.4 and 7.5. 
We can show that Z?‘(m) is accepted by some NRFA. Here, Y( 
{t E j&fM) 1 t is stable}. 
Lemma 7.7, 9(fM) is accepted by some NRFA. 
For the proof we refer to Appendix A. 
We define a problem as follows. 
or not. 
For a given GTR system %, a term ELRhs and 
problem consists of deciding whether the following con 
for any t e Y(fM): Map(s)4 (1 ) 3 
Then, we have the following lemma. 
mma 7.9. If Prtpblem 7.8 is decidable, then the confluence problem for G sys terns 
is decidabie. 
. By Theorem 5.5, the confluence for G 
of that theorem. Note that, for a term 
table by Lemmas 4.10 and 6.1 (se 
rice, this lemma holds. 0 
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With this lemma we now consider Problem 7.8. For M, s as in Problem 7.8, we 
will construct an NRFA ?ls such that L(‘&) = yl(fM) iff condition (13) holds. Thus, 
Problem 7.8 is reducible to the equivalence problem for NRFA’s, by Lemma 7.7. 
To construct NRFA %,, we need the following definition. 
q&t ILL 3r~ 9(q): Map(t) +* Map(r). 
Note th this definition for any q E # and p E @ with arity( p) = 0, q &,p is 
defined. eorem 6.19, it is decidable whether q & 1 p holds since q 8, p iff either 
q&p or 331eRhs: Map(p)+* N and qul% So, we define a function Procl:@x 
@ + {True, False} by _ 
hocl(p, 4) = 
True if&P, 
False otherwise, 
where arity( p) = 0 is assumed. We use Procl to construct NRFA 8,. 
Now we are ready to construct ‘)x,. Let Map(s) =fl E 3. Then, NRFA a, = 
(Q, Z, $ qo, F) is defined as follows 
(1) Q = {True, False} u d& where TS = Sub({jS} u Rhs); 
(2) C = 9, where TM = Sub((fM} u Rhs) and, for any p E Z, a(p) = arity( p); 
(3) 0=B (i-e-, W, 4); 
(4) F = {True}; 
(9 S(P, q)= (0 
if q E {False, True}, 
\hoc2(p, 9) ifqc &3, 
roc2(p, q) c Q%’ is defined as a procedure which nondeterministically 
produces an elen. nt [Out(l), . . . , Out( b( p))] in Qb’? 
Proc2( p!, q) {where p E i&, is an input symbol and q E 8, is a_ state. 
The output value 0 Rroc2( p, q) is [Out(l), . . . , Out( b( p))]} 
return( Procl( p, 9)); 
make Choice qk $&,,,tq, and Pet q = q’ en 
p and q are not consistent 
each pair (p/w, q/w) of w a minimal redex occur- 
rence in sred( p) u sred( q)} 
Out(order( p, w)) = qjw 
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[Out(i), Out(i+ l), . . . , roc2( p/w, q//w) 
red(p)={u,,...,u,} t Isisi+ 6 tn holds} 
(5) return([Out( l), . . l , Out( b( p))]); 
We can show that Proc2( p, q) always terminates and returns an element of Qb’ p). 
Let p E @rM and let q E grS. In the execution of Proc2( p, q), if 
fiOC2fPllw, 411 w 1 is called in line (4.3), then h (term( p)) > h(term( pow)) holds. 
For the proof we refer to Appendix A. 
Lemma 7.12. Let p E grM and let q E @t-s. Then: Proc2( p, q) always terr inates and 
returns an element of Qbtp! 
For the proof we refer to Appendix A. 
For NRFA %!I,, we can show that, for any ?E sP(jM), ‘8, accepts t (k.. G L(qO)) 
iff q0 8, t (i.e., Map( s)&Map( t)). To show this, we need the following lemma. 
knma 7.13. Let t E j9 be a stable tree such that t = pt, . . . t,, for some p E 9 with 
arity( p) = n > 0. Then, for any q E @, q 8 1 t iff there exists qk @termo such that the 
following three conditions (i)-( iii) hold : 
(i) if arity( q) # 0, then q’ = q; 
(ii) p and q’ are consistent; 
(iii) for each w E @( p, q’), (q//w) -&I (t/w). 
roof. (‘Only if’ part): Since q 8, t, there exists r E 9(q) such that 
Map(t) +* Map(r). Let qk root(r). Then, obviously condition (i) holds by the 
definition of 9(q). For this q’ we show that (ii) and (iii) of this lemma hold. Since 
t (=pt*... t,) is stable, all upper occurrences in 0( Map( t)) are safe for 
{Map(t) +* Map(r)} so that there exists T= j& . . . F” E j9 such that 
Mad t3 = Map(r), (14) 
term(a) = term(p) and sred( p’) = sred( p), (15) 
by Lemma 3.15. By (14) and Lemma 6.5, q’ and j!j are consistent so that condition 
(ii) holds by ( 15). To show condition (iii), we first note that, for w E @( p, q’), 
ap(r/w) = ap( r)/ w and (r/w) E %q’//w) (16) 
by Lemma 6.12(ii) and (iii). Similarly, 
Map(r)/w holds since eat 
is an upper occurrence 
ap(r~/w) by (16). Thus, co 
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(‘If’ Part): The proof is similar to that of ‘if’ part of Lemma 6.13. 
(iii), VWE @(p, q’) 3r,,x 9(q’jw): Map(t[w) +* Marp(r,). For x~(q’ 
term(x) [w + Map( rw), w E @( p, q’)]. Then, bY 
ap(t) +* Mp holds and 3r~ 9(q’): W 
r t E 9(q’). Hence, q’ a1 t so that q aI t holds by cond 
&emllrlf * u 
The above Lemma 7.13 shows that an algorithm for deci 
atree t=pt*... tn (where p E @ and arity( p) = n > (I), whether q @I t holds can be 
constm cted as follows: 
(i) choose a pattern q’ E @tem(qj (where q’ = q if arity( q) # 0); 
(ii) check whether p and q’ are consistent; 
(iii) for each w E @( p, q’), check whether (q’//w) & ( tjw). 
Note that (i) and (ii) correspond to lines (2) and (3) of Proc2, respectively. And 
(iii) corresponds to (4) of Proc2 under the presupposition that the above procedure 
(i)-( iii) is repeated until t//w = ti holds in (iii) for some i 1 s i s n. 
We are now ready to show the correctness of NRFA %?I,, i.e., t E L(qO) iff q& t. 
Lemma 7.14. Let t E jJ9 be stable, where root(t) E @rM, and let q E &. ‘Then, 
f. Let h(t) = k > 0 and let lo(term(root( ))) = I > 0. We prove this lemma by 
induction on (k, I). (The ordering > on N x N is defined in Definition 5.2.) 
Consider the case where h(t) = k = 1. Let p = root(t). Then, arity( p) = 0 and p = t. 
If t E L(q), then Proc2( p, q) returns True in line (I), so that q Q, p holds. Conversely, 
if q 4 1 p holds, then Proc2( p, q) returns True so that p E L(q) holds. 
Consider the case where 2 = 1. Then, arity(root( t)) = 0 holds so that, by the same 
arguments as above, this lemma holds. 
So, consider the case where k > 1 and I > 1. Let t = ptl . . . t,, where p E vl&,, and 
arity( p) = n > 0. 
(t E L( q&q Jjl t): Consider the execution of ProcZ( p, q). By Lemma 7.13, there 
em(q) such that conditions (i)-(iii) of the lemma hold. So, consider 
Proc2( p, q) m kes a choice for this q’ in line (2). Let q = q’. By 
condition (ii), the condition ia ne (3) is False so that line (4) is executed. Condition 
(iii) ensures that (qlw) & (t// w ) f or each WE @(p, q). If wEsred(p), then (t/‘/W)= ti 
i) = w. Since h( ti) < h(t), it is ensured ti E L( q//w) by the induction 
n this case, by the execution of line ( Out(i) = qjw. Thus, 
Out(i) = qiw and ti E Q//w). (17) 
ase where we sred( p). that is, w E sred(q). If w is not dominant, 
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7.11, h(term( p)) > h(term( pews) ho 
L( qlw) by the induction hypothesis. 
(qif9qi+l,=*- 9 qi+j) E 
(f8) 
&E L(qkO) for all k’(ia k’s i+j). 
Thus, it is possible that qke is assi 
execution of line (4.3). 
i+j) by th 
By (17) and (18), t,,, E L(Out( m)) for eaeh m (I s 
(Out(l), . . . , Out(n)). Hence, ptl . . . t,, E L( 
(tEL(q)*q+JJit):Since t=pt,...t”EL 
Proc2(p,q)3(q, ,..., q”),i.e.,Out(i)=q, tSi=31, 
tie L(qi), lsisn. 
(1% 
We assume that, in order to return (ql ). . . , q,,), Proc2( ) makes Choice qk 
B tem(9) in line (2) (where if arity(q) Z 0, then let q’ = q). r this q’, we show that 
conditions (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 7.13 hold. Note that ition (i) is obviously 
true. In the executation of line (3), Proc2 does not retu lseb’P’ so that p and 
q’ are consistent. Thus, condition (ii) holds. ** 
To show that condition (iii) of Lemma 7.13 holds, consider the execution of line 
(4). For each pair (p\w, q’[ w ) w h ere w E @( p, q’), if w E sred( p), then line (4.1) is 
executed. In this case, 
Out(i) = q’jw = qi and ki E L( q’//w), 
by (19) where red( p, i) = w. Since h(ti) < h(t), by the induction hypothesis, 
(q’//w) 81 ti holds; that is, (q’//w) 8, (t//w) holds. If w E sred( p) and w is not 
dominant, then line (4.2) is executed. In this case, since Proc2 does not return 
Falseb(p), (q’jw) a1 (p//w) holds so that (q’iw) 4, (t//w) holds by p/w = t//w, as 
claimed. 
Consider the remaining case where w E sred( p) and w is dominant. In this case, 
line (4.3) is executed. Let range(p,w)={i,i+l,..., i+j}c{l,..., n}. Then, 
Proc2(pllw, q’//W) 3 (sit& qi+l , l l l , qi+i) and tkp E L( qk’) for all k’ (i s k’s ii-j) by (19). 
Hence, since t/f/w = ( p/w) titi+ 1 . . . ti+j, it is ensured that t//w E L(q’j/w) by the 
definition of L( q’lw). Further, h( t//w) < h( t) ancI h(term( p/w)) < h( term( p)) hold 
ma 7.1 I. Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, ( ‘//w> U, (t/w) holds, as 
claimed. 
Thus, condition (iii) of Lemma 7.13 holds. 
sUd by ik a 7.13. cl 
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can construct an NFRA !?I f such that, for each t E 9( ), tE UW 
By Lemmas 7.4 and 7.7, we can construct an N 
by corollas 7.6, it follows 
is decidable. Hence, by Lemma 7.9, we now have the main result 
of this paper. 
eore 6. It is decidable, for a ground term-rewriting system 
is confluent or not. 
Note. in the case where a large term-t-e riting system is expressible as a union 
of smaller systems, there are several conditions (e.g., [ 12,151) under which con- 
fluence for the whole system can be obtained from confluence of the parts. Thus, 
the result in this paper could be applied to systems that are not GTR systems, but 
have GTR systems as components. 
The author would like to thank D. Kapur and the refere as for their useful 
comments. e also thanks N. Honda, ‘“I’. Fukumura and the members of theoretical 
computer science group Jodankai in Tokai area for their earnest discyrssions and 
advice. 
. For each i (t c is n), consider the last reduction in y such 
x occurrence- Let I$ E Rhs be the subterm at ui of the term obtained 
Since the Ui’s are minimal redex occurrences, note that only terms 
J&s are rewritten in this reduction and they can reduce in parallel, disjointly. 
hs, obv~ous~y~ (i) olds. A similar reduction sequence t such that 
and (ii) holds, ca be easily obtained by puttin 
the minimal redex occurrences afe (see Fig. 
m~tat~vity of disjoint reductions. Thus, this lemma holds. El 
e proof‘ of (+%) is obvious. The proof of (a): By Lemma 
{term(p) +* Pmap( p)} (E}. By induction on the he1 
ap( 01 sred( p)- El 
(‘Only if’ part): Let +‘S where E is safe for { 
induction on k. The case 
there exists a pattern p 
{term(p) ++ hap(p)) (~1 and {Pmap(p) +* S) sred(p). 
Note that p is proper. Let p = ( (ai, IV,), . . .) [u,, IV&, n>Q. 
By the induction hypotheses, for each i (1 s i s n), there exists a tl E J&+( Ni) such that 
where qi = root( ti). Let t = pt, . . . tn. Then, tq&&kf) hoIds, and by (21) and (22), 
Map(t) = S. Hence, by (20), the ‘only if’ part holds. Cl 
Proof of Lemma 4.10. (‘Only if’ part): The proof is obvious, because each u in 
@( tStPb) is an upper occurrence. 
(‘If’ part): Let Map(t) = S. We only need to show that 
for each upper occurrence v E $S( zstab) 2nd any sequence y of 
reduction from S/v, E is safe for y. (23) 
Note that h( S/v) > I where I = h( Lhs) + h(Rhsj. In order tc prove (23), it is sufficient 
to show that 
for any term U, if S/v +* U” then h(U)> h(Ehs). (24) 
Let u be an occurrence in 0(S) such that v < u and h(S/u) = I. Then, u is an upper 
occurrence since, for any w E #6( tleaf), we have h( S/ w) s hg 
So it is ensured that if S/u +* 
assumption for @!7( tstab), only the 
to terms with height 21 on this reduction sequence. 
so that (23) holds. Thus, t is stable III 
f0 .7. (‘Only if’ part): If sred( p) = 8, then sred( p), = {e) a 
Pmap( p) = term(p) hold, i.e., {ter 
Lemma 3.15, as claimed. So let sred( p) = {u, , . . . , u,} # 
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hold. By Lemma 3.15,3ti E jp(son( p, i)): Map( ti) = S/ui, 1 G i G n. Let t = pt, . . . tn. 
Then, obviously, t E &(term( p)) and Map( t) = S, s claimed- (‘If’ pa*): The proof 
is obvious by Lemma 3.14. Cl 
roof of mma 6.9, (‘If’ part): The proof is obvious since if condition (i) holds, 
then, by Lemma 6.7. 3s E B(q): Map(s) = Pmap( p) (=Map( p s sred( P) = fl)- 
(‘Only if’ part): Since p 4 q, 3t c 9(p) 3s E 9(q): Map(t) aP(s)- If h(t) = I 
(i.e., t = p and Map(t) = Pmap( p)), then condition (i) holds by Lemma 6.7. Other- 
wise, root(t) E &+m(pJ and root{ t) 4 q hold. Thus, condition (ii) also holds. Cl 
of Lemma 6.12. It is obvious that (i) and (ii) hold by Definitions 6.10 and 
6.Il. To show (iii), note that if w e sred( p), then root( t//w) = pjw holds, so that (iii) 
holds. If w E sred( p), ther: p/b = (Ni, E) and t//w = ti hold for some i (1 IE, i s n) 
where p=(M,(u,,N,),..., (u,, IV,,)). By term(root( ti)) = IVi, obviously, ti E 
9(( Ni, E)) holds, as claimed. l? 
Proof of Lemm 7.7. By Lemma 7.3, we show that Y(fM) is accepted by some 
DFRA ‘5%. For the set of input symbols E, let C = &- where r = {JM} u Rhs. Here, 
for p E Z, let a(p) = arity( p). Then, &(jM) c_ JQ holds by the definitions of these. 
Atad, for any input tree t E j$, t belongs to s&fM) iff the following two conditions 
(i) and (ii) hold: 
(i) term(root( t)) 
(ii) for each patt p=Qsc(t,u) where u&(t), if arity(p)=n>O, then 
son( p, i) = term(Occ( t, ui) j for all i (1 s i 5s n). 
So it is obvious that there exists a DFRA ‘8 such that L(a) =s&fM) since the 
state assigned to each node can save the node label in C. 
Next, we show that there exists a DFRA VI’ = (Q, 2, 8, qo, F) such that, for 
), t is stable iff t E f@l’). By Lemma 4.10, t is stable iff, for each 
aab), there exists no term S in Lhs such that Map(t)/ u +* S. Here, u E 
$o( tsrab) iff u is an upper occurrence in b(Map( t)) and h(Map( t)/u) s < where 
s). By Lemma 6.1, for each SE Lhs, we can check whether 
S holds or not. Hence, we can precompute the set A = 
(IV E 9 1 h(N) s Rand there exists no SE Lhs such that N +* S}. So we can assume 
that A is saved in each state of %‘. 
We can define the transition function S of 2l’ so that, for each input tree t, the 
state q assigned to the root of t may save the set Yq of all subterms Map(t)/ u where 
a& It is obvious that the state q may save the set 2, of all 
p(t)/ u) s i since DFRA %’ traverses all nodes of t from t 
nd by excluding fro e subterms corresponding to the leaf of t, the 
ant dep g 
is boun Y 
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We define the set of final states as follows: !z 
), t is stable iff t E L(%‘). = L(%)n L(W) and Le 
this lemma holds. Cl 
fo We can show that (i): term ( pjw) = term(p)/ w and (ii): 
Then it is clear tha; h(term( p)) > viously, (ii) holds sine 
sred(q) (by the execution of line 
w g sred( p) and w E Live(p), because the conditions of 
Hence, the definition of plw ensures (i). 
. Note that if Proc2( p/w, q/w) is c 
q/w E d& hold. So we can easily prove this lemma b 
h(term(p)). In the case h(term( p)) = 1, arity( p) = 0 hold 
Proc2( p, q) returns Procl( p, q) E {True, False] in line (1). 
Consider the case h(term( p)) > 1. If ProcZ( p, q) returns a value in line (l), (3), 
or (4.2), then the value obviously belongs to Q”‘“‘. 
The case where Proc2( p, q) returns a value in line (S) remains. If Proc2( pjw, q/w) 
is not called in line (4.3), then it is obvious that this lemma holds. Otherwise, 
ProcZ(p//w, qlw) returns an element in Q b(plw) by the induction hypothesis (since 
h(term( p)) > h(term(p/w)) by Lemma 7.11). Note that b(p/hd = 
a( plw) # 0. And, for each u e sred( p), either u E @( p, q) or else u E range( p, W) for 
some w E @(p, q). Hence, Out(i) is defined in line (4.1) or (4.3), 1 s is b(p)= Thus, 
Proc2( p, q) terminates and returns an element in Qb’ ‘)- Cl 
Appendix B 
A dag (directed acyclic graph) is used as the data structure for terms; e.g., a set 
of terms {f(g, g), h(f(g, g)),f(g, e )1 is represented as in Fig. 7. Here, e, 5 g, h E F 
and the di’s are used as node names. Each node di is considered to represent he 
subterm whose root node is di, e.g., d, represents f(g, g). We will use Tm( di) to 
denote the subter which is represented by node di. (In the above example, 
TmM) =.&, g)., a 1 Vote that two distinct nodes in the dag represent different terms 
respectively. We will use Lb(di) to denote the operation symbol assigned to node 
d, h 
0 
Fig. 7. dag (directed acyclic graph). 
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d,; e.g., Lb(d,) =J Let Ch(di) be the sequence of children of di; e.g., Ch(d,) = dzd, 
and Ch(dJ) = d2d4. We use Ch(d,, j) to denote the jth child of di, e.g., Ch(d, , 1) = 
and Ch(d3, 2) = d4. Note that if Ch( di) = e, . . . e,, then T i) = Lb(~i) 
(Tmk), . . l 3 Tm( e, )) holds. 
We are now ready to explain an algorithm for deciding, for a given ground system 
E and ground terms M and N, whether +* N or not. Our algorithm uses a 
dag D representing the of terms TD={ N} v Lhsw Rhs where Lhs and 
are the sets of left-hand s terms and right nd side terms of rules E respecti 
Let ND be the set of nodes of this dag D. The following algorithm A computes the 
subset X of N,x ND such that (d, d”)E X iff Tm(d) +* Tm(d’) for d, d’E ND in 
order to decide whether M +* M. 
(1) let X = Rule v I where I={(d,d)lde No) and Rule={(d,d’)E &X 
!V&‘m(d)+Tm(d’)~ E} 
(2) let X = Closure(X) where Closure{ X) is the reflexive-transitive closure of X. 
(3) while there exist d, d’ E ND such that 
(d, d’) e X and Con(d, d’) = True {where Con(d, d’) = True iff Lb(d) = 
Lb(d’) and, for Ch(d) = d, . . . d, and Ch(d’) = d’, . . . df,, (di, di) belongs 
to x, ISiGn) 
do let X = Closure( X v {(d, d I)}) 
(4) if (d, d’)c X such that Tm(d)= M and Tm(d’)= N 
then return (‘True: Reachable’) 
else return:(‘Faise‘). 
Intuitively, Algorithm A first assigns pairs (d, d’) E ND x ND to X such that either 
d = d’ holds or Tm(d) + Tm( d’) is a rule in E. Next it computes the reflexive- 
transitive closure of X and then the congruence closure of X. Let d, dk ND where 
Lb(d) = Lb(&), and let Ch( ) = d, . . . d, and Ch(d’) = d ‘1. . . d L for some nodes 
di, d: E ND, 1 s i s n. Then the pair (d, d’) is said to be congruent if (di, d :) E X for 
all i, 1 s i s n. Note that Tm( d) +* Tm(d’) if (d, d’) is congruent and (di, di)E X 
implies Tm( di) -)* Tm( di), 1 s i s n. Whenever such a congruent pair (d, d’) is 
discovered, Algorithm A adds the pair (d, d’) to X and computes the transitive 
cloture of X u ((d, d’)}. 
e fundamental idea of Algorithm A is the same as those in [ 10,143. 
The correctness of Algorithm A can be proven as follows: Let X, be the final 
value of X by the execution of Algorithm A (ie., Xr is the value in line (4)). Then, 
e can prove that, for any d, d’ E ND, 
Tm(d) +* Tm( 
y induction on 
ere, a noetherian ordering > on 
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(Cc, n) is defined by 
(k, n)> (k’, n’) iff (k > k’) v ((k = k’) h (M > n’)). 
The proof is straightforward, so it is omitted. 
Note. The above algorithm A cannot be applied to general TRS’s directly since 
it must use all rule instances for reachability from M to N so that we would need 
with infinite nodes (since the number of rule instances is infinite). Thus, 
termination of the algorithm would be not ensured. 
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